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truth shall not live quietly

IFormer SSU construction manager files lawsuit against University
l9. 'l.994

Throu1hman char1es University with violation of First Amendment ri1hts
UC Staff Report
On July l, Tim Thoroughman,
formerconstructionmanager,filed
a complaint against Clive Veri and
numerous other individuals who
workatorareconnectedwithSSU.
Thoroughman was laid off from
SSU on January 8, 1993. ·
The suit specifically names
SSU President Clive Veri, Vice
President for Business Affairs
David Creamer, University Planner David Gleason, Director of
Physical Plant Dan Young, and

the nine members of the Board of
Trustees.
The suit alleges
that
Thoroughman' s employment was
terminated "arbitrarily" in retaliation for Thoroughman's exercising his right to free speech. It also
alleges that, by terminating his employment without a pre-termination hearing and a chance to respond to any charges agaihst him,
the
defendants
denied
Thoroughman his opportunity for
"due process" as guaranteed by

the Fourteenth Amendment.
The University will be represented in the suit _by the Ohio Attorney General. The University
Chronic le contacted Veri and Gleason about the suit. Veri told The
Chronicle for himself and on beitalf
of Gleason, "Because the litigation
is in process, and because the University is being represented by the
Ohio Office of the Attorney Genera!, neither I nor anyone else affiliated with SSU are able to comment
about the case."

SSU again attempts to purchase Celeron Square

On the evening of July 18, The
Chronicle staff spoke with

improprieties, and non-compliance with the law in regard to the
demolition ofLa Villa and various
construction projects occurring on
campus at the time.
On December 4, 1992,
Thoroughman told The Chronicle,
there was a meeting of administrators to discuss the huge budget
deficit. Thoroughman says he
asked if the $1,970,000 reserve
that had been reported in the June
30, 1991 year-end statement was
Continued on Page 8

nations. The bonds themselves will

Type B Bond will receive an estimated 6.25% interest tate; however
the interest rate will be set by market

Thoroughman.
Thoroughman said he has been
preparing the suit since he left SSU.
HetookhiscasetoafirminCincinnati because he felt that local lawyers would fear pressing the suit.
After a ten-month investigation,
his attorney in Cincinnati said,
"We're going to war for you."
Most of the allegations in
Thoroughman' s complaint stem
from wrongdoings, irregularities,

Board of Trustees and Re1ents pass proposal

by William C. Holmes

uc News Editor

The Thursday, July 14 meeting of
the SSU Board of Trustees approved
the resolution to buy Celeron Square.
The Ohio Board of Regents at their
Fridaymeetin~also approved the bond
measure issued by SSU. The OBR's
· approval was necessary to enact the
resolution. The agreement will need
the approval of the owner of Celeron
Square, Paul Goldberg.
The University will buy the privately owned residential units for the
sum of $1.26 million:The University
will incur between 1.88 and 1.96 million in debt for the purchase of the
Celeron Square units.
·
The University, when the housing
is purchased, plans to provide 24 hour
supervision of the facility and make
renovations to the facilities. Also, residential services and assistance will
needto be added to the $1.26 million

price-tag.
The units themselves curreatly
consist of 16 townhouse apartments.
Each townhouse supplies eight beds.
They may be rented to any
member of the University
Community. Most renters to
date have been students. Celeron Square has about a 65%
occupancy rate. ·
Currently Flagship Properties rents the land on which
the apartments rest from the
University for the sum of one
dolar a year.
SSU President Clive C.
Veri stated during the meeting,
"Our pledge is that our student
fees will pay off these bonds
after a period of time. We think
we have the rates at a point
where they will be competitive." Currently, the rates ha~e

not been finalized and will be released
at a later date.
The bonds will be Series B Bonds
and will be issued in $5,000 denomi-

be awarded and sold to Seasongood

& Mayer of Cincinnati, Ohio. According· to Dr. David Creamer, the

for SSU will pay off the debt. Accord-

Project Discovery Helps Teachers Teach Better
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ing to Creamer, it is not uncommon
for Universities to do this: Creamer
stated, " Auxiliary facilities such as
housing are financed by the university. We are relatively debt free for
our sire." State funds can not go to
build housing.
The University has been trying to
purchase Celeron Square since 1989
but has been unable to do so. The
purchase has been hindered by legal
technicalities, according to Veri, in
the agreement signed between SSU
and Flagship Properties. The agreement was signed in 1985 when the
Unive~ty was still a community college. The contract will not expire for
Continued on pg. 2
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forces.
.
It will take approximately 20years

Project Discovery Leadership Team from 1-r:Dave Tod~ Fred
Weaver, Richard Shoemaker, and Tim Curtis

teach but their knowledge o
l1l&lh and science ia often
sketchy. The project provides
ix weeb ofintensivc study

our days 4 week. on ,uch
subjects as the properues ol
matter, light and optics. and
c1cclricity The material l!i
toward juo1or-hi,t1
teachmg Jcvet
Ratbenhan the usual ~ture (omw I had e.ipecicd.
the teac6cc:s wen, seattd in
~ •• doing OJtperiments
wl • idly distussinJ among
thcmsetvei the resukt.oftheir

efforts.
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Project Discovery... Continued from Page I

Fred told me that the NIS philosophy is, "If you tell me, I' II forget; if you show me, I'll remember;
if I do it myself, I'll understand."
The basic format of the Discov-

iar with."
"You mean they teach by lecture
because thaf s how they were
taught?"
"Right. We're hoping that their

hundred and fifty dollars worth of
scientific equipment to aid them in
their classroom teaching.
However, participation in
Project Discovery doesn't end with

,,,,_-----~~.:;~ ~ - - - - --=-::::::-,,,~-:-.,.-::-::'"'."-:'"'."-=----,...-r--c--=-=-=-----, the next six week's
ery teaching expe- , - - - - - rience is quite
learning. Particisimple. There is
pants are also requiredtoattendsix
an assumption of
total ignorance to
separate one-day
begin with. The
events to be held
early teaching
throughout the
materials are
coming year.
geared to a very
Each cif the
elementary level.
teachers attending
As the teachers
will be trained in
learn and fill in
the
use
of
any gaps in their
DiscoveryNet, a
knowledge, they
way of communiare given experieating through EMail and the
ments to do. "At
that point," Fred
InterNet. This will
told me, "They
allow them to
are entirely on
share new insights
their own. They
about
what
work in groups Whitt n LC!e Lord • C•rol EpUn.
they've learned .
withoutanyinputhere at SSU, pass
from the program leaders. When experience here will help them to on teaching techniques that they've
they're done, we have four ques- see the value of hands-on experi- found useful, and inform others of
tions for them. What did you do? ence in teaching science."
·' new discoveries.
What did you observe? What did
There were about twenty-five
Weaver feels the techniques beyou conclude? What is your evi- teachers in the various discussion ing used at the sessions here are
dence for your conclusions'!'
groups. Weaver explained that the entirely compatible with traditional
I asked Fred why more teaching teachers ·have incentives to attend. teaching and testing methods. "We
isn't done this way, especially atthe For attending the full course, they are helping people improve their
junior-highlevel. "It'slargelyaques- recievetwelvegraduatecredithours content knowledge which can be
tion of models," he told me. "Teach- in physics from Ohio University. tested using the traditional forms of
ers work by models. The lecture Theyalsorecieveacashstipendand testing. We'realsostressingtheimformatistheonethey'remostfamil- each of them will get about two portanceofotherwaysofassessing

Purchase attempt from page I

at least ani1Cher thirty )'can..
Tenns of the agreement stipulated that the University can not
build any further housing. All h u. ing must be constructed through
Flagship Properties. Thomas Win•
ters, Chair of the Boatd Of Trustees, stated. ..We can not build aD)'
housing due to the contract. Atty
housing must be by the corporation [Flagship]. If that wasn't the
case we would let him [Goldberg)
hold it [property)."
Winters explained that the lf.rii'versity felt construction costs with
Goldberg were not competitive;tq,
build a set of dormitories. Winters
stated; ..We couldn't go n9t go
with him due tc:>.. the cornnot. and
could not go wiili him due to thi,
price."
In 1989 the University began
looking at building a 200 bed facility. According to Dr. Paul Crablree.
Vice-President ofStUdent Affl.U$,
the building schedule
set by
numbers of students in rtsidcncc.
Theprivately- wnedapartmcnts
were originally built by a Cleveland

was.

entrepreneur. This w~ to Qhio law

that would not allow then SSCC to
~ulld residential housjng.
The donns were bi.lilt under 11

long-cum-ground lcascagxecmcot"
agn,emertt outlined the ncccsary mea5W'Ci that SSU and
wner Goldberg would have to fof:.'
lo In thi:ewmt that SSU wanted to
purchase the units According_co the
terms..
couJdpumtasetheapartThe

mciits for 1io~ of lheir appriliaed
fflafket value.,~ appraml process
would be conducted follow ; fll$1

. SUandAagsb~Properti~would
each employ oao aperaiset. In the
event that the
came to
diffeRna figures. then the two Qpptaisers wouldemploya third. TMn
the tine appraisen would come to
agreement among themset vea a., to a
final value or Celeron Square.

1be University bad earlier tried

to force Flagship to sell the apart•

anent complexes.
SSU made an

Flagship to pay

with
theappraiscrCordJo

corporation. under dlC tenns lhat
U would be reimbursed. How-

understanding and progress." One
such method is the Portfolio-a record
of a student's best efforts.
The Leadership Team pointed
out that all groups of students-white

males."
The Chronicle talked to some of
the participants to discover how they
f,It about what they were learning.
We heard no overall negative com-

High school teachers. become stuchmts again.
males, minorities, females-do about
equally well in science subjects
through the early school years. However, minorities and females seem to
lose interest in science at about the
junior-high level. The difference can
be seen as early as fifth grade, they
say, and steadily worsens after that
point. "We try to help teachers understand what classroom techniques
or habits they are employing that
discourage minorities and females
and reward or encourage white

evcr,Flllgshipneverreimbursed U ated with our purdtasini Celcron."
Verl belic:vcs I.bat the addition
for the money and claimed that the
price detetmioed w not a fair p- ofckirmlt rie will bclpdrawmore
tudcnt to S , e peciall tradipraisa[~ Franklin County Coun
stud nt1.
Vcri
dcdarcd that ince S U paid bo1b tion I
appraiSttS. Flagship did n,;,t employ &tated."St!Kicnts and their families
an appraiser The coun tatcd that from outside acommuliq distwnoe
SSU bad hired two 11ppraiscrs with of ampta tell us that hawnee
flag hip hiring noac. Thia d' d not would be their college of first choice
meet whh tenns of the c:o,uract.
if we had housiRg th11 was fo.
However, the court did defend comfortable, controlled. conducive
SSU' right 10 buy Celcroa ~uare. costudyiq,and wilhinan eaay walk~
lt wa malntaiacd that. ifthc, proper in& d i ~ of classes. We Cllpi:ct.
proccdin-e were foJ lowed, that du:tdorc co tie able to auract more
Aagsbip must &efl accord.ins to lfaditionally--aged srudtnts to Shawterm .. 0
CODb'
nee than we cummdy ttract IC we
"Afterwe own Celcron Square, had such housing."
SSU wHI be free to develop addiCrabtree feels thatcbeprop«nal
tional ffll dence balls or engage will not only help Shawnee State_
others to do ao. Four or• ;em butthestudents itacrves.Oabtree
starcS, At DlOSt UD versilics stuago, SuJdent Affain wdlod •
eral recendy-built dorm on otbet dent life j a critieal part of Ibo
campuses and a.me up witb Pf')" educacion a tudc.ot receives SNaram tatcmeatre~lhctilid 1lcnt1 livj.na ud interactins toortiYiq-teandng envuoament• g.ether allows tbeln tbo e ~
woulclbc~forSba~Star.. qf 'lMftf °"1• CJQ campus ibolO'
Sbttbcs ud c:o$t~li11Woa have conc:opt$
learn in the c
been done. bill b.-r~ berm •put on tOOOl:. aa,,,donnl
ad.c.lto
bolr due to the probt.., MSoc1~ dlc edUC&tlonal Q ~ O Jb

ments, but most of the teachers
seemed enthusiastic.
Said Carol Eplin, of Piketon Junior High, "Most of us are excited
about going back to the classroom
and applying what we've learned."
Connie Whitten, who teaches
fourth grade in Chillicothe, added,
"It will be useful for all grade levels. There are occassionally problems with the material that will
have to be worked out, but it looks
very promising."

tudcn

at S U."

Crabtrcc:.continu&;S , ' ..the nly
way SSU will grow will be thfuuJh
the recruitm1:11L and ret.cn1ion f

1ud n to1hcUnlversity. Onlyso

much growth will come from ~·

ruihnent and retention ofllUdcuts

to the Unlvenity. Our Joq range
pwth will come fmm n,cru'ting
tudCflt from out of the~ and
to de:, that we mllSl ha c housing
for them andwident ,life proP.ffiS
to help them connect Ind rmnain at

S U""
Cnabtree reues that die Uni-er ·ty wilt noc be the only encity
to be affected by the completiOI) of
the project. He states chat it will
afCccr the ec(HIOfflic Uaation of

Porumoulb positively. Crablroo
stated. UStudcats who :.stirt ia
bousbla • freshmen will
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A Short History of the English Language

by Words Henderson

kajillion autobiographies of Twain
When we left America, Poe had on the shelves, I won't bother you
just died after calling out repeatedly with his life story. And this is really
for, ''Reynolds!" Alas, aluminum foil a shame because I have about a bilhad not been invented yet and he was lion and a half good lines I could use
buried in a linen shroud like every- here.
Another famous writer ofthe time
one else.
It was a bleak time in American was Artemus Beecher. No, I got the
literature. (It was also a bleak time in name wrong. It was Artemus Ward.
English literature for Dickens had No, that's the guy in the Wild, Wild
just completed Bleak House. But West TV show. No, wait, I think that
never mind that now.) Only a few was Artemus Gordon. Maybe it was
yearsearlier,Melvillehadpublished Ward Beecher. No, that's the guy
Moby Dick and most critics agreed who sent guns to Kansas in boxes
that this marked the end of a once- marked 'Bibles.'
Anyway, this writer was \Cry
promising career. Most believed that
his early novels, Omoo and Pierre, popular in his own time, despite havwould be remembered, but who ing the same name as a character on
would want to read a story about a a TV show.
In 1906, Upton Sinclair pubkiller fish? Emily Dickinson was
scribbling away up in Amherst but lished The Jungle, a story about the
none of her stuff was being pub- meat-packingjndustry. Sinclair was
lished and few would know she was really writing about the poor condia great poetess for a long time. In lions under which immigrants had to
fact, some of us still aren't sure. live in this country. He was hoping
Thoreau's Walden had appeared but to expose some of the evils of Deno one had yet n9ticed. American mocracy and show people that Soliterature seemed to be going down- cialism might be a better form of
hill rapidly. The space that had once government. But his true reportage
been reserved in newspapers and on the unsanitary proactices of the
magazines for intellectual discus~ meat-packers caused the passage of
sion and stories and poems was now the Pure-Food Act before the year
filled with fiery Abolitionist tracts _was out. Meanwhile, No one rushed
and such sentimental tripe as Uncle to help the exploited immigrants. "I
Tom's Cabin and its several hun- · aimed for the public's heart," he
complained, "And hit it in the stomdred rip-offs.
Things had gotten so bad that ach."
Several other writers came along
there was even one fellow who refused to even sign his name publish- at about this time who you may reing poetry that didn't even rhyme! member from high school literature
The world would learn his name courses, though I doubt it. Names
soon enough. It was Walt Whitman. such as Sarah Orne Jewett and Per
But even if the world had been Olgkvist (it was something like that)
disposed to think of Walt as some- may be vaguely familiar. If so, forthing other than a pornographer, their get them immediately.There's only
minds were soon turned to other so much room in your head and you
directions when South Carolina at- can't have this sort of trivia clutter;
ing up the place.
tacked Fort Sumter.
The American literary scene was
Save Whitman' sDrum-Taps, the
Civil War contributed nothing to so dead that most serioos writers felt
American Literature until Crane they had to go to Europe to be with
wrote The Red Badge of Courage. their own kind. That's why there
Most critics for nearly a century were so many Americans in Europe
have praised its realism. The fact is when the First World War broke
that the closest Crane ever got to out. (The expatriates, as explained
actual combat was when he tried to in last issue's column. If you've forget out of paying a prostitute and she gotten, read it again. You are saving
nf',-rly killed him with a high-heeled thesecolumns,aren'tyou?Theywill
be on the test.)
shoe.
A few of our best writers actuYou'vealwayssuspectedit;now
you know. Most critics are talking ally published a few things over here
before they left. Eliot published The
through their poop-chute.
That's most critics. I, of course, Wasteland first in America.
In contrast to the Civil War, the
am entirely different.
During a span of about sixty First World War inspired a virtual
years, only two or three American fusillade of works. Hardly had the·
writers emerged who would be re- last shots been fired when the clackmembered and read by the general ing of typewriter keys could be heard
all over London and Paris. Most of
public long after their death.
One bright spot in American lit- these writers couldn't spell fusillade
erature during this period was Mark any better than I can, but that didn't
Twain. Since there are about a stop them. Perhaps never had there

been so many talented writers active
at the same time. Pound, Eliot, Yeats,
Fitzgerald and Hemingway were all
coming into their own as writers.
. Hemingway published his first
book of short stories in 1925. It sold
only five hundred copies. This may
seem like a poor beginning but look
at what early success did to poor
Fitzgerald.
In 1920 his first novel, This Side
of Paradise, sold 20,000 copies in its
first week of publication. He was
immediately wealthy and famous.
He didn't draw another sober breath
for years. In fact, the stories of
Fitzgerald's behavior are almost
unbelievable. He and his wife, Zelda,
were known for their childish antics
and wild drunken behavior. One
night they spent diving into the sea
from some overhanging rocks about
thirty-fivefeetup. You'dthinksomething like that would sober you up,
but it didn't.
While we were enthralled with
the works of all these writers, we
still had few writers we could point
to with any degree of pride.
cummings
had
published
Tulips&Chimneys, but his odd typography put people off. In 1925
Dreiser published another of his
horrible, dull npvels with prose so
boring and labored that college students all over America are at this
moment are pretending to their instructors that they've actually read
Sister Carrie or An American Tragedy when they really haven't got
beyond the first chapter. There was
a writer down South who had published a couple of things-Sartoris
( 1923) and Sanctuary( 1925)-but his
work was just short of pornography
and no decent person would be
caught reading it. So William
Faulkner was still known in his home
town as 'Count No-Account.'
$o the world was ready for something new and different. In 1926,
Hugo Gernsback gave it to them.
Gernsback, agerman immigrant,
was fascinated by technology. Wires
and anodes, bolts and nuts-he could
have spent his entire life happily
tinkering in his workshop. Unfortunately, he had to make a living somehow. In the eBrly twenties he started
a couple of small magazines for doit-yourself electronics buffs. The
magazines didn't make a great deal
of money and took time that he would
have preferred to spend playing with
his electrical toys. To fill space
quickly and perhaps attract a few
new readers he would occassionally
run a "scientific romance." Many of
these involved evil scientists trying
to take over the world and handsome
young inventors who cobbled together anti-gravity machines out of

old radios to save the day and win
the hand of tl:e fair maiden. A lot of
these stories involved travel to other
planets and duels with four-armed,
boogly-eyed alien creatures.
Gernsback was amazed to find
that the vast majority of his mail
consisted of praise or criticism of
these stories. He recieved an
occasssional letter about his. latest
do-it-yourself project, b1,1t the mail
regarding the short stories he published was enthusiastic and frequent.
Gernsback realized he was on to a
good thing and, in 1926, he changed
the name of his magazine to something more fitting.
To be sure, tales of outer space
and aliens and tremendous new inventions weren't unheard of at the
time. And although it wasn't called
science fiction yet, a short history
within a history seems in order here.

onstration ofthe power of the human
mind that would remain with Conan
Doyle.
Conan Doyle was a failure as a
doctor. In a time when modernmedicine was little more than a collection
of folk tales and primitive surgery
that couldn't begin to rival the operations performed three thousand
years earlier by the Egyptians (or so
we're told). The main things a doctor could offer were aspirin, hope
and comfort. The irascible Conan
Doyle apparently had the bedside
manner of a plantation owner. He
nearlystarved.Oftourse,thatwasn't
all that unusual for doctors in those
days. Doctors were usually poor
unless they came from wealthy tjlmilies. The general wisdom was that a
well-to-do doctor couldn't have
proper compassion for the poor.
There may have been a certain
amount of truth in that. Of course,
A Short History of Science Fie- things are different today.
tion
Anyway, Conan Doyle turned to
writing as a way of making a living
Bishop Godwin and Cyrano de and chose Dr. Bell as the model for
Bergerac had written of trips to Ve- his detective Sherlock Holmes. Of
nus and the Moon. The Gothic tradi- course, the stories of Edgar Allen
tion, begun by Walpole in 1765,had P~ also provided some inspiration
entered a strange new phase with the as Poe's inve.-.ti.gator, Dupin, used
publication of Mary Shelley's Fran- exactly the same methods. In fact,
kenstein. Some historians of the Poe's detective solved one of his
genre, notably Brian Aldiss, date the cases (The Mystery of Marie Roget)
birth of science fiction from her work. without ever visiting the scene of the
Verne's work was popular and crime. When we first meet Holmes,
Welles was still publishing his 'sci- he is making a living by doing exentific romances.' One could walk actly the same thing.
into any library and find Off on a
When informed of people's susComet or 20,000 Leagues Under the picions that he had stole the idea for
Sea or The Invisible Man or Food of the Holmes stories, Doyle replied,
the Gods. Many people thought of "Edgar Allan Who?"
In all, there would be some sixty
these tales as mere fantasies and
compared them to Conan Doyle's tales of Holmes, four of them in
tales of the ultra-rational Sherlock novel form.
Stoker, on the other hand, didn't
Holmes. Ironically, many of the fantasies were based on sound scien- write a great deal. His tale of Dracula
tific principles as they were under- was a highly erotic, moody, fogstood at the time. In contrast, Conan filled melodrama with all the eleDoyle's 'York used science very ments that make a work popular:
badly, depending on fast-acting poi- sex, blood, chase scenes, and more
sons that didn't exist and having sex. While it was largely based on
Holmes make scientific advances folk tales, it also employed a certain
that science believed to be impos- amount of scientific tomfoolery insible at the time.
volving blood transfusions and the
ThefirstofthefourHolmesnov- newly-invented gramophone and
els, A Study in Scarlet, appeared recorder. In fact, it probably conwithin a few months of Bram Stoker's tains more 'scientific' elements than
novel, Dracula.
some of the science fiction being
Conan Doyle studied to become written at the 'time.
a doctor.'One of his instructors was
If we combine these two worksDr. Bell. Bell had seen so many the ultrarational and scientific
cases over his lifetime that he was a Holmes tales and the fantastic-we
veritable encyclopedia of common have true science fiction. It was perailments. Bell was also a great be- haps the appearance of these two
liever in the power of deductive rea- works at virtually the same time that
soning. He would observe his pa- inspired the young people of the
tients' demeanor, walk, posture, next two generations to seek the
movements, complexion and diag- disparate elements of each in com binose th_eir difficulty before he had
Continued on pg. 10
ever spoken to them. It was a dem-

Fine and Performing Arts VVorkship deadline is August I
by Marcia Tackett

UC Staff Reporter

A Fine and Performing Arts
Workship is available to a current Shawnee fine and performing arts student or a high school
graduate or transfer student-; The
workship covers the cost of tuition, excluding books and fees,
for the 1994-95 academic year
and is off~red on a rotating basis
to either a fine arts or performstudent. This year's

0

workship will be awarded to a
performing arts student who has
demonstrated his/her talent in
public performance,
What is a workship? This
workship offers the recipient
wor_k in the music/theater department throughout the academic
year (not to exceed 20 hours per
week) in exchange for tuition
payments. The recipient is expected to be an acti'l._e participant in all department produc-

tions, depending upon his/her selection by audition, and is expected to take an active, visible
role in the day-to-day activities
of the performing arts department. Some of these activities
may consist of minor jobs having
to do with the efficient organiza-

--=====

tion of the department and may
include rehearsal time.
Interested students should
complete the scholarship application which can be obtained in
the Financial Aid Office. The
lieadline for receipt of scholarship applications is August 1.

y Offerings

Fall., T/Th 10 .. 12 Medical Ethics

(Evan Fislier)
In Fall,Dr.D' Andrade a k you to
join him , time arranged, for

Philosophy 400 or 499:
Capitalism, Socialism, And
Democracy

Truman Scholarship announced

Applications available

The Harry S Truman Schol.arship Foundation is inviting students to apply soon for its 19941995 awards. Each award is worth
$3;000 and up to four students
from Shawnee State Univefsity
can apply for the seven awards
·offered by the Foundation each
year. The Foundation encourages
students from all academic disciplines who aspire to po&itions in
federal, state, or loacal government or in the not-for-profit sector where they can influence pub-

lie policies to apply for the
awards. Faculty can also nominate students, especially those
students faculty think can meet
the following Foundation criteria: "leadership potential, sensitivity, communication skills, intellectual strength, and a
commitment to public service."
Those who are interested should
contact Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis (Business Annex 138-tel.
355-2445) for application packages and further information.
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The Data Processing Management Associa•
tiop and the College of Business Alumni are
coordinating the establishment of a .scholarship in memory of Gerry Barry, Faculty
member of Shawnee State University. ,
To make a donation eontaet:

College of Business
355-221$

For more l~formatlon , eontaett

Robbie Burke 355-2355
.Jacqµe
354~5000 (7235)
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Tutors Needed

. The Learning Center needs more good tutors. As a current
student at Shawnee State University you can be a tutor. You are
able to tutor courses that you have complet<?d, recieved an A or B
in, and for which you have faculty approval. Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in the Learning Center. Tutors receive minimum wage for tutoring. Tutoring is needed for a Wid~ range of
classes: Acoounting, Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer
and Core Courses, English, History, Math and more. If you are
interested, or want more information, please stop by the Leaming
Center and ask for Marian Fischels or call 355-2499.

An Interview -with Eric Goodman

by Jay Arr Henderson
uc Editor-in-Chief

Eric Goodman was one ofthree
students chosen for the Student
Exchange program with the Russian University at Ni1.hny
Novgorod. On Monday, July 11,
he stopped by The Chronicle offices to tell us about his experiences in Russia. 1 had met Eric
only once before and that was only
for a moment or so several months
earlier when he stopped in The
Chronicle offices to speak. with fellow student William Holmes about
_
their upcoming trip.
The newsrooom was its usual
self when Eric arrived. Kathi Jo
Arnold was practicing doing layouts with the PageMak.er program
as she hopes to run for Editor in
the fall. Martin Poston was visiting from OU and searching for a
cup marked "Martin's Grail"
which he had left here several
months ago, and telling Kathi Jo
about his upcoming trip to Germany. Amid all this confusion, 1
gathered together the tools of the
journalist's trade-camera, tape recorder, paper and pencil, and
strong coffee-and the interview
began.
UC: What really inspired you to
apply for the Russian trip to begin
with? What made you want to go to
Russia?
EG:Ingeneral,I'vealwaysbeen
interested in other cultures. That
pro·bably comes from my background. Because of WY father being
in the military, I moved around so
often .. .1 lived in Japan for a couple
of years. Russia's always been this
other superpower,kind of our alterego, I guess, and when I heard about
thetrip,itseemed like a really interesting.Andthen,ofcourse,theRussian students were here-Sass ha,
Anastasio and Anatoly-and Sasha
was a roommate of mine at Celeron
Square and I became very good
friends with him. So that probably
sparked an interest, too, just learning a little more about another culture. The whole idea became more
interesting as it went along.
• UC: Sasha was your roommate?
EG: Yeah,buthisreal name was
Alexander, but everyone calls him
Sasha.
UC: Do you think that talking
with Sasha prepared you for what
you would find in Russia?
EG: I wouldn't say it prepared
me. There were still a lot of surprises. Before I left, I tried to make
sure that I didn't have any ~xpectations or pre-concieved notions, because I figured they would probably
all be blown out of the water. I

suppose that was why there wasn't
EG: IJost fifteen pounds. Mira- here are extremely complex and difanything that I expected to see that hello lost thirty pounds. The food ficult over there.
was very different, but there were a that the university served was not
I've heard that, and this makes
lot of things that came as surprises to good. I think generally that the sense to me, the government makes
me. The conditions were a little bit people over there did not usually eat daily life that complex because that
worse than I'd expected. Ironically, very good food. After being there way people wouldn't have time to
when we first got there, the peope for about a month, we started getting think about how bad life is and prowere a little bit more anti-social than invitations. I would go to people's test against it. They're too busy just
I expected, but after a couple of houses for dinner and they usually trying to survive. You don't really
weeks, they were a lot more open had good food. And the restaurants have time to stop and think about
and accepting than I would have
trying to change things. You just
Ldo what you have to do, get
expected them ever to be.
11
It's a much older looking
Smolclng Is liiu::
some sleep and then it's time to
go to work again.
place than I had thought it would everything
be. I had expected the historical
UC: Sounds like working for
They
theChronicle.Didyouhaveany
sites to have that ancient look,
It
trouble getting American cigabuteventhenewerplacesseemed
to look like they were old.
rettes over there?
UC:I'vereidthingsbyother to
EG: Yes andNo.•Wecould
travelers to Russia and they about
buy Marlboros, Camels, English
all say the same thing. It's some
cigarettes...abouteverythingyou
sort of Stalin-approved style of ar- had pretty good food. So we all could want as far as cigarettes goes.
chitecture.
started eating in the restaurants a lot, But none of them were actually made
EG: Right.
after we found out where they were. in America or England. They were
UC: This is a strange question. Even though Nizhny Novgorod is licensed by American companies but
When Leonard Silk, the economist, the third largest city in Russia, there made in Russia. Every time a Ruswent to Russia, he said that the pub- were only about three restaurants in sian would pull out an American
lie toilets in Russia were the .~ -- -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - , cigarette, they would bring that
filthiest of anywhere in the
to your attention. 'We do not
world.
have real American cigarettes;
EG: Oh, yes, that's defiwe only have Russian-Amerinitely true. You know, it was a
can cigarettes.'
·
veryfunnything.ltseemedthat
UC: Were they very different from American made
every bathroom we encountered
on the trip was worse than the
cigarettes?
previous one. The New York
EG: They tasted alright to
airport, the London airport, the
me; lcouldn'tseemuchdifferMoscow airport, all the way to
ence. But I think that was a
psychological thing; they bethe dormitory. Where we lived,
in the dormitory, I guess we
lieved that anything from
adjusted to it after a while, but
America would be good qualthe conditions were really bad.
ity. If something was made in
Even the· main building of the '
their own co·untry, they asuniversity, right across the hall
sumed the quality would be
from where the rector of the
much lower.
university had his office... even
I took over a couple of carthough the restroom was there,
tons of American cigarettes just
you could smell it all the way down the whole city. I guess they're not togivetopeopleto show them what
this long hall. The stench went ev- really used to business in that way, American cigarettes were like.
cry where. They were really in poor people don't go out to eat ve~y often. People were thrilled with them.
condition. Even the most frequently- There were only three orfourrestauWhen I took the cigarettes over,
used bathrooms, the ones visitors rants and maybe a dozen cafes.
it was mainly to give away to people;
were most likely to use and that
Shopping is the same way. lhadheardthatcigaretteswerehard
should have been clean enough to There's one main street where most togetoverthereandveryexpensive.
· make a good impression, even those of the city's stores are and that's I actually dido 't smoke at the time, at
were filthy.
where everyone does most of their least not on a regular basis. I dido 't
The young female Russian stu- shopping. It's a pedestrian street.
start smoking regularly until I got
dents, very fashion-conscious and
You can't just walk into a gro- over there. I said before that the
many of them were looking like cery store and buy your groceries. society was, like, fifty years behind.
models,theywould walkoutofthese You go to the bread store, find out Everyone smokes over there. It's a
grungy dungeons, these utterly filthy what you want to buy, find out how goodexcusetotakeabreak. If you're
bathrooms... it didn't make sense.
much it's going to cost, then you go sitting in a room with people, someUC:Isthisthefirsttimeyou've toacashierandbuyyourticket,then onewillsay, 'Let'shaveacigarette'
been asked about the bathrooms in you get back in line and give them and all the people who want to do
Russia?
the ticket and get what you actually that will get up and go to the special
EG: Actually, among the four of wanted to buy.
room for that, for us it was the
uswhowent,evenwhenpeopledon't
I've heard shopping in Russia sinkroom. We would all go to this
ask, that; s one of the first subjects compared to hunting. You go out to big room with lots of sinks in it and
we all tend to mention. That, and the the different stores and hunt around smoke there. We'd smoke for about
food.
to see what you can find for dinner ten minutes and then go back to
UC: Ah yes, the food. What was that night. It's really a big hassle. whatever we were doing. Smoking
the food like in Russia?
Some things that are very simple is like evervthin1t else in Russia:

else In
Russia
make it a
a lot harder ihan has
be...

they make it harder than it has to be.
But I kind of like that; it makes
everything into a sort of communal
experience.
UC: Did you try the Russian
cigarettes?
EG: Yes, and they're very harsh.
Most of the younger Russians that I
met at the university didn't smoke
Russian cigarettes. Theytoldmethat
most of the older people, who
smoked for a long time before
'American• cigarettes became available, still smoked Russian cigarettes.
I brought back some Russian cigarettes; I'll bring you over some and
you can try them. Have you ever
seen Russian cigarettes? Did Bill
bring back any?
UC: I don't know if he brought
back any cigarettes; he brought me
back a great pipe.
EG: I saw it; it's great. Well,
they have these cigarettes over there,
I've forgotten the name of them.
They're the same kind Stalin smoked.
And they were really long and about
twice as big around as our cigarettes. And only about half of it was
actually tobacco. The rest of it was
this white paper and you could make
a filter out of it by squeezing the end
closed. They were much harsher than
regular cigarettes. Except sometimes
when they didn't seem as strong as
regular cigarettes. I think it depended
on how much vodka you've had.
UC: Do they really drink as much
as we've always heard?
EG: It's not a fairy tale. They
drink vodka like water. Anytime you
were a guest at anyone's house-a
professor, a friend, anyone-they
would have a bottle of vodka. It's
very traditional. They always drink
it in shots and you always have to
make a toast before each drink. And,
even if there's twenty people in the
room, you have to make sure that
everyone's glass touches everyone
else's. And people would run all the
way across the room to make sure
their glass touched yours. It was
another communal experience.
People would often be offended
if you dido 't drink with them. There
were times when we'd be out at a
Russian cafe and complete strangers
would come up and want you to
drink to their newborn child or their
engagement or some kind of festive
event. If you turned them down,
they'd be very offended. But if you
drank with them they• d be very, very
happy.
I think we got a lot of such offers
because we were American. The
people over there really like
America. They think ofit as a sort of

paradise.

Continued on Pase 8
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Communist
demonstrators
protest capitalistic reforms
during Victory
day parade.
Victory d~y is
may Ninth and
celebrates the
end of the
·Great patriotic
War against
Nazi Germany.

Left, Mon11ment of
Peter the
Great in
front of
Paul's,Pale in t.
P ter hurg.

Right, decorated
statue of Lenin

Left, s_tatue of
Checkolov. He w 'a s the
first Russian to fly to t .h e
North Pole.

The University Chronicle
Goodman interview... continued from page 4

And after seeing Russia, in a lot
Something that I really liked
of ways America is a paradise. I about the Russian people was that
don't think we appreciate it enough. they were very generous. When
UC: What about the price of someone said hello or said something to you they always seemed to
alcohol over there?
EG: A good bottleofStolichnaya be very sincere. A very generous,
would run you about 2000 rubles, very genuine people.
Almost every day it seemed there
which is a little more than a dollar.
When we got there, there were was someone at your door inviting
about 1600rubles to the dollar; when you over to drink some vodka with
we left it was around 2000. Infla- them. None of us really had any sort
tion, you know.
That's cheap to us, but
not to the students. In Russia,
students don't pay to go to
college. They are accepted
into college if they have high
marks in high school. They
are given free scholarship and
a five dollar per month stipend to live on. So vodka wasn't of problem with it I don't think, but
inexpensive to them, but you it was hard to get used to. Somebody
.,would play guitar and there would
wouldn't know it.
One thing about their whole sys- be lots of little parties like that. I
tem and their whole psychology of don't think you could really call
buying things .. .! don't think they're them parties, just social gettogethers.
ready for capitalism.
There would be a group, a circle
It's funny but nobody there
of ten friends or so; and one person seemed to be really negative in their
would get their stipend and spend attitudes. They had really hard conmaybe three or four dollars on vodka ditions, hard lives, bµt everyone aland maybe some bread or sausage to ways seemed happy and satisfied.
eat with it, and share it with all their They had their apartments, they had
friends. Butthe next day or a couple their school paid for, they knew they
of days later, one of his friends would would have jobs when they gradudo the ·same thing. And they just ated. They didn't have a lot ofluxudepended on each other for that.
ries, no one had cars or stereos, but

"I don't thihk

they're reo'di:for
capitalism:'~

they didn't complain about it.
· UC: What about Russian medicine?
EG: I had an interesting experi~nce over there. About two months
into my stay, I got what I thought
was a sty. They called it the 'Russian
eye disease.' And I also had a bad
cough.
They did something they called
acupuncture.
It
wasn't really n~edles
but
they
would put a
metal point
onme.They
plugged it
into the wall
so there was
electrical
current running through it and they
moved the metal point around from
place to place on me. There was also
this mask that I had to breathe bee
pollen through. And they also gave me
American aspirin.
So I don't really know what to say
about Russian medicine.
UC: Did these treatments seem to
work? Did they help?
EG: Honestly, I really couldn't
tell you. They also gave me what I
think was a Russian antibiotic. I think
iflhadhadthesamecoughinAmerica,
it would have cleared up by itself in

about the same amount of time.
I know I wouldn't feel comfortable
going to a Russian doctor for something
serious.
May be their medicine works for
themjustbecausetheythinkitdoes.But
maybe that's why our medicine works
for us.
UC: Well, we've covered medicine, food, bathrooms and cigarettes.

"I wouldn't feel

comfortable going to a
Russian doctor for
something really serious

11

That'sfourofthefivemajorneccessities
oflife. We might as well cover the other
one, too. What about the women?
EG: They were nothing like I expected. We have these preconcieved
notions here in America about what
Russian women are like. We think
they're all fat and dumpy and look like
Nikita Kruschev. But the Russian
women are beautiful. Like models. They
mostly had very good complexions and
lovely, flowing hair. And they try to be
very well-dressed. They' re very fasionconscious. Because they're so poor,
many of them-most of them, I would

guess-have to make their own
clothes. When I was first there, I
went out with several different
women.
Then I fell in love. Strangely
enough, it was one ofthe first women
I'd met over there. On my birthday
she asked me if I would like to go
with her to see the Historic Museum.
And that was that.
Now I'm trying to get a visa for
her so she can come over here and
study. It's very difficult to get the
proper information about all this.
But it would be much easier if SSU
extended the inVJ.tation. So I may try
to get them to do that.
Right now we call each other
once or twice a week.
UC: I understand you're thinking about using Russia as the setting
for a novel?
EG: Yeah. I didn't really get
much writing done over there. I'm
most comfortable using my little
laptop computer to write. My adaptor didn't work or something and
blew the computer. But I did take a
lot of notes in longhand: descriptions, situations, bits of conversation.
I think I'd like to write a novel
about three Exchange Students goinl!; to Russia.
UC: Well, good luck with your
1
writing. •
EG: Thank you.

Thoroughman Suit ... continued from page 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ -

gone. He was told that the reserve
was well on its way to being depleted. (In actuality, the fund held
only about $532,000 at that time.)
Thoroughman- relates that he remarked that the public might be
interested to know how much was
left in the reserve fund. According
to Throughman, Veri then gave
him an angry look. Only a week
later, on December 11, Tim was
notified that his job was being
eliminated. At that time,
Thoroughman held the position of
Constructio·n -Manager and
$19,000,000 in new construction
had been planned.
The suit names numerous individuals but Thoroughman says, "It
is not a personality thing. It stems
from wrongdoingi; I became aware
of while working there.''
Thoroughman continued, "All
I wanted to do was to finish out my
contract. By that time, I could have
had another job. I felt like I had
enough information and evidence
to file a suit, and, after a ten-month
investigation, my attorneys made
the decision to proceed. I feel very
confident.''
The next step for Thoroughman
and his attorneys will be to go to

discovery. In discovery, the university will be asked to provide
documentation that is pertinent to
the allegations. This suit has to do
with the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.
"As Construction manager at
SSU, in my day to day work I was
pointing out improprieties through
my chain of command which ran:
Dave Gleason-Dan Young-Neil
Hawk. And I guess they didn't want
to take it to Clive."
Thoroughman states that he
made numerous efforts to expose
these wrongdoings and improprieties. "Before my last day at work,
I took the pictures and other evidence I had to Board member Dick
Hyland. He said it was his policy
as a Board member not to interfere
with the President's daily operation of the University.''
Hyland did, however, set up a
meeting between Thoroughman,
Veri, and Vice President of Finance David Creamer.
On January 7, 1994, thes~ three
met and Thoroughman showed
them the evidence he had and also
showed them a one page list of
expenditures and fiscal waste that
he wa aware of in that same year.

He also noted the savings the university would have by carrying
through with the planned layoffs
of himself, administrator Brent
Chamberlain, andJeffTaylor, which
at that time was a clerk in the bookstore . This savings would have
amounted to only about forty tho11sand dollars, Thoroughman says. He
asked the President to allow the
three of them to finish out the fiscal year.
Approximately six weeks later,
on
February
24,
1993,
Thoroughman was called to the
Ohio State Highway Patrol office
on Route 23. Thoroughman claims
that Veri had written a letter to the
Board of Regents asking them to
investigate Thoroughman for potential improprieties regarding certain statements Thoroughman had
made during the January 7 meeting, in particular with regard to
extortion. The investigator had
Ohio's extortion laws laid out for
Thoroughman to view and asked
him to explain his side of the story.
When Thoroughman explained that
he was merely trying to provide
information to Veri regarding the
small savings that would result
from the three iayoffs, he was told

that a report would be filed with the
Prosecutor's office but that there
would probably be no further investigation into the matter.
Thoroughman points out that in
that particular round of layoffs and
reorganization, only three people effectively lost their jobs. Ken Crusan
was laid off a short time later, but Tay-

lor was merely moved t!) the Purchasing Department. Thoroughman
states that eleven or twelve administrators were moved into different
jobs; only Thoroughman, Chamberlain and Crusan actually became unemployed.
Thoroughman is currently working on a construction site at the

Wanted: Nanny
Must be able to travel,
possibly for as long as two
weeks. Work evenings 4-lOpm.
May eventually need to
relocate. Must have
knowledge of
child development.
Must have taken or
be willing to take
first-aid or CPR training.
Small child, occassionally
two step-children,
all intelligent
and easy to care for.
Call 354-4405
To send resume,
354-4405*69.
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The University Chiiinicle
German students visit SSU

East German exchanKe students visit Portsmouth Area

by Kathi Jo Arnold
UC Staff Writer
ElevenEastGermanstudents,
· ranging in age from fourteen to
twenty-five, got to visit the Portsmouth area and Shawnee Sta(e
University from July 1-14 thanks
to the Portsmouth Sister City Program.
Our German guests by name
are Nadja Luthardt, Susanne
Trost, Julianne Bathe, Bianca
Shober, Enrici Shober, Anja
Shade, Antije Frie.d rich, Matthias
Ressel , Henry Phillipson, Robert Zukowski , and Thomas
Muller.
The German exch!!_nge was
made possible by the efforts of
the Portsmouth Sister City Progr.am and area families donating
their time and homes for these
special young adults. Sister City,
which is a program that started
in Portsmouth in 1964, was developed to exchange cultural
knowledge and promote diverse
peoples' understanding of one
another by making it possible £or
them to interact.
Jerry Bruhn, President of Sister City 1 and Adora Campis! of
Shawnee State, have been working diligently to set up a Sister
City program with the German
city Zittau, which is where the
German students are from.
Through their 2-week stay
here in Portsmouth, the German
exchange students have gotten
to experience and view many of
Portsmouth's tourist attractions .
On Saturday, July 2, they were
warmly welcomed to Portsmouth
by a picnic dinner that was sponsored by the Sist~r City program.

This took place at the 100 Mile
House, in which barbecue ribs
weres«ved,courtesyoftheScioto Ribber.
They also got to tour Shawnee State University on Tuesday
morning, July 5, and see all the
different buildings and facilities
here at the college. On the same
day, many of our foreign guests
were taken around Portsmouth
and shown places like the river,
the 1810 House, the floodwall
murals, the Life Center, and other
various
sights .
AntijeFriedrich, 18, said, "Portsmouth
is
much
like
a
small
village ... there are no skyscrapers here. It's nice, with lots of
small houses."
Adora Campis, Director of
G.R.0.W. (Generating Realistic
Opportunities for Women) for
SSU, arranged many interesting
experiences for our visitors. On
the morning the picture at right
was taken, the students were pre 0
paring to go horseback riding .
Many of the students especially enjoyed their interaction
with the American students of
the Upward Bound Program.
Said R.L. Mole, "Most of
these students speak some English. But their talks with the
Upward Bound Students, most
of them of the same general age
group, have helped them enormously . They're learning how to
talk English the way American
young people really speak it.
Photograph at bottom shows the
German and the Upward Bound
students learning about each
other's c ultures.
When asked about compari-
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ert also said that approximately toward country music, but they did
sons and contrasts between the 50% of Germans sq10ke; he had name off some American rQCk acts
United States and Germany, there been under the impression when they liked such as Peter Gabriel,
were many different issues he first got here that you weren't Aerosmith, Guns-n-RoSGS, Bon Jovi,
brought up. The young men allowed to smoke in the streets All-4-One, and Meatloaf.
Overall the German exchange
seemed to be very attuned to because of the scarcity of smoksports, specifically professional ers walking around downtown students really enjoyed their trip and
soccer. Thomas Muller & Henry Portsmouth.
stay here in Portsmouth. They asked
The music they listen to to send their thanks to Adora
Phillipson sat and watched a soccer game while most of the other mostly is ·disco music, which is Campis, Portsmouth Sister City, &
exchange students toured Ports- still popular in Germany . Disco their host families for supporting
mouth. They also challenged the dancing ta)c.es place at various them and making their visit posSSU soccer team to a match. Tb.is clubs and usually lasts from sible.
And from The University
reporter was unable to discover H>pm-4am. This is where a lot of
any information conc er n i n g
whether the
bout
was
agreed upon
or
took
place.
T h e y
were also
quick
to
point outthe
difference in
size
of
American
appliances .
The appliances used
here in the
States are
Gerinan students from Zittau , Portsmouth,'-s German Sister
much larger
City~ Also pictured are Adc;,ra Campis and ,R.I.,:. Mole. from
than
the
Shawnee State
ones they are
used to seeing and using, accord- the German youth spend their Chronicle staff, we wisb you all the
ing to Robert Zukowski. He was nights. The exchange students best of luck and hope to see you
also surprised to find out that didn't seem to express much liking again someday.
you can drive here in the United r.==========================::::;i
States at the age of 16, but you
must be 18 to buy cigarettes and
21 to purchase alcohol. In Ger~
many , you can purchase cigarettes or alcohol at the age of 16,
but you can't drive until 18. Rob-

America ·\YOO w@l4 lj.l:e to be a

ml'! paJ :willi,'someone from an-

othercountry Ownersoftheinternational Pen PalDirectory af¢ ~ .

towritetoasmany~npalsasthey
wish, ftpijj @y offthe couqtries

in~luded lqthe directory.
Now, Robett .. ekislook~

ing for adults here
.$~ ~lio
will writeletterstoanswerthemail
that continues to flood pis Waseca
mailbox. it:S ~Mfto do k~ M~ini
the,new direct9ries .~bllS co111pilcd.

yc:m; o { ~t,t! Directory #
'for«c1~· FREEde ulsonth¢
includes the names and addresses or lnte~lional Pen Pals O~tory.
men .and women between the ,og~ of send 81ampcd, self-arldmssro en~·clopc tQ Ri.,bc:rt Mtshck, Intcm.i
55and90.
li(i1h fniernationnl Direcrories are tinnal Pen Pal~ R .\ Bo o.
vailabl iod:iy..•t nny e,dult here in Wasec;a, Mitm,esotn 56093.
and 54

R .C. Mishek

The U n1versity Chronic e
A Short History of English Literature ... Continued from Page 3

ployed a certain amount of scien- mimeograph machines before and would be an interesting writer for a
tific tomfoolery involving blood they are no fun. If you've never longtimeuntilhefinallydescended
to tJie very bowels of the profestransfusions and the newly-in- used one, d~n't even bother.
vented gramophone and recorder.
Far from putting off the fans, sion by writing criticism. His writIn fact, it probably contains more these horrible machines actually ings in this field are interesting
'scientific' elements than some of became the center of a pseudo- because his sentences are so conthe science fiction being written at religion. It was based on the Great voluted, you frequently can't figthe time.
God Ghoo who wanted everyone ure out what he's talking about.
lfwecombinethesetwoworks- to have a purple soul. He was so
In 1941, Heinlein published
the ultrarational and scientific · powerfulthat if you even heard his "Solution Unsatisfactory." In this,
Holmes tales and the fantastic-~e name, your soul turned purple. Of the Americans perfect a form of
have true science fiction. It was course,ifyouneverheardhisname, radioactive dust (he skipped the
bomb and went straight to fallout)
perhaps the appearance of these he forgave you.
two works at virtually the same
Next, there were the science and use it to win a war against
timc that inspired the young people fiction conventions. Dozens, some- Hitler, who atthattime was ravagof the next two generations to seek times hundreds or thousands of ing Europe. At the end of Heinlein's
the disparate elements of each in young science fictiJ>n fans would story, the hero says that their probcombination.
crossthecountrytomeetwithother )ems are just beginning, because
ln I 9 I 3, Edgar Rice Burroughs science fiction fans. Since many of soon other countries will learn how
published the story of a man who these fans were science fiction writ- to make the dust and then the world
was somehow transported to Mars ers, young people had a chance to will be like a room full of enemies
while hiding from Amerindian sav- commune with their heroes on a each with a .45 automatic. Nobody
ages. (Sigh.) Whilehistalesofthe basis of equality. Many of these dares to shoot first, because that
· Ape-Man, Tarzan, would bringhim young people were inspired to be- will cause everyone to start shootfarmoremoneyandfame,histales come writers of science fiction ing and before it's over everyone
of John Carter on Mars are fondly themselves, so fandom ju"st grew •will be dead. But, sooner or later,
remembered by science-fiction and grew.
he tells us, someone will fire the
fans today. It should be pointed
Manyoftheseyoungfanswere first shot.And then...
out here that Burroughs knew very inspired more by the science than
This is perhaps the most inlittle physics. As a consequence, by the fiction and went on to~- credible prediction ever made in a
he wrote very bad science fiction. come scientists.
science fiction story. Heinlein preBut they were fine adventure stoSo, as Hemingway and the other dieted the nuclear stalemate and
ries. Burroughs also started out as expatriates published their early. the state of tension that would exa doctor and nearly starved. Failed works, an entire generation of ist in the world to the present day.
doctors often make interesting writ- young American.males were going
(Many people feel the threat of
ers; no one knows why. Perhaps ga-ga over the works of Dr. David nuclear war ended with the breakup
they sample their own medication. Keller and Stanley G. Weinbaum of the Soviet Union. These people
By the early 1920' s, there were and E.E. "Doc" Smith.
are crazy!)
several "pulp" magazines (named
HugoGernsback'scontribution
This prediction was ignored as
for the fact that they were printed to the world of science fiction is American politicians promised
cc coarse wccd-pcip p:iper} en the commemmorated by the awarding their voters that no nation without
stands. While some were devoted each year of the Hugoes. This has "Yankee Know-How" could ever
to a single subject, such as disappointed some of the younger build a bomb and that the United
Gernsback's electronics maga- winners who thought they would Stateswasnowfirmlyincontrolof
zincs, the pulps devoted primarily be getting cheap cars and only got the world. Stalin laughed, knowto fiction usually carried a ,v ariety a little statuette. But Dr. Mark ing his Red Army was spread all
of tales. Some of these stories in- Mirabello, SSU instructor and over Europe and could never be
volvedtalesofthat new invention, former Yugo owner, says, "Take destroyed by bombs. Then he set
the airplane. Others were about the statue."
his scientists to work and, in 1949,
automobiles. Some involved crime
Science fiction developed rap- . the Soviet Union exploded its own
and detection, though most of them idly. Within a short period of time, atomic bomb.
were well below the quality of the there were several magazines deWhile the world was ignoring
Holmes stories. Some were west- voted exclusively to science fie- Heinlein's important prediction,
ems. Some were tales of the super- tion. Early science fiction writers Cleve Cartmill was being grilled
natural. Some of them were so bad developed strong followings and by the F.B.I. It seems he had
it was hard to tell what they were their appearance in a magazine writeen a story called ''Deadline" in
about. And some were about visits could be counted upon to double which an actual atomic bomb was
to other planets.
its sales.
created. Using the lingo and informaGernsback created the first
Some of the landmark events in tioo that had been common ~owlmagazine devoted exclusively to early science fiction history were: edge for many years, he described the
science fiction and the occassional In 1934, Weinbaum publishes "A atomic process, through which an
science article.
Martian Oddyssey." This is the atomic explosion OCCUIS, accurately.
Almost overnight, something story of an earthman on Mars who 'The authorities assumed he was trying
called"fandom"brokeout.Prima- meets with a number of strange to pass information to the Gennans
rily the province of young males, it creatures. One of them, an unpre- and Cartmill had to do some fast talkculminated in a number of bizarre possessing avian life form, turns ing to evade prison.
occurences. First there were the out to be intelligent. Weinbaum's
'There was a young boy in Illinois
"fanzines." Usually printed on story is a cautionary warning at this time sending off tales to the
mimeograph machines with that against taking what we see at face lesser-known scien~ fiction magahorrible, smelly, purple ink, these value.
zincs. His name was Ray Bradbury.
things went all across the nation
AlgisBudryspublishedRogue Hisfirststotjeswerenotthatgreat,but
and to other countries. I have used Moon just a short while later. He with time and practice he would de-

\_

,

-

•

•

velopthelyricalstylethatwouldmake
him one of the best-known writers in
the world.
'The Forties would soo one more
majoreventtbat would help determine
the shape of science fiction for many
years. John w. Campbell became editorofAmazing.Hehadbeenaprolific
andtalentedsciencefictionwrita.Now
he said, "Iu~ to think up an idea and
spendamonthormoreproducingone
story. Now I think up a new idea
almost every day and call up a writer
andsuggcstittohim.Instcadofwriting one story a month all by myself,
I'm one small part of ten or twenty
stories every month."
Campbell would forge a reputation for his magazine that would attract the best and brightest minds of
the science fiction world.
Some of the most powerful and
experimental writing of the fifties
would be by writers who were nurtured and influenced by Campbell:
Heinlein (the Future History series);
Asimov(theFoundationtrilogy)~Sturgeon("Killdozer,""Bianca'sHands,"
and, of course, More Than Human);
Van Vogt (Slan, World of Null-A),
and the incomparable Alfred Bester.
Bester produced two novels that
would inspire hundreds of future science fiction writers. The ~tars My
DestinationisthestoryofGully Foyle.
Left to die in a wrecked spaceship, he
cligs to the wreckage and, protected
from the bitter cold by his spacesuit,
watcheshisoxygensupply,tanksfrom
the wrecked ship, slowly dwindle. A
passing spaceship refuses to pick him
up and Foyle vows revenge on its
captain and crew. How he survives
andgetshisrevengeisoneofthemost
fascinating stories ever told
Bester was also the author of
"Fondly Fahrenheit," the story of a
robotgonehomicidallymad. Thetruly
unusual thing about this story is that
muchofitistoldfromthepointofview
of the robot. Or is it? A truly unforgettable reading experience.
Now we rejoin your regularly
scheduled History of Literature. But
sciencefictionwillbeproducingsome
of the most powerful and memorable
fiction of every decade from now on.

End of a Short History of
Science Fiction
IntheThirtiesanewgenreopened
up in America with the publication of
blackpoetryandautobiography.Writers such as Zora Neale Thurston,
Langston Hughes and James Weldon
Johnson brought a new idiom and a
newviewpointtoAmericanliterature.
Tales of the umer city, of Harlem, of
blacklifecapturedtheimaginationsof
many young people and might have
Jed to a new social consciousness had

nottheDepressionplacedeveryonein
the same boat In the wake of widespread poverty, unemployment, and
hunger the plight of blacks seemed
little worse than that of anyone else.
1beThirtiesalsosaw anew anger
against the young. Previous generationshadshooktheirheadsandwonderedwbatwaswrongwiththesesilly
kids, always wanting to do things differentlythantheireldcrs. 'TheThirties
wasthefirstgenerationinwhichadults
actually seemed to fear and distrust
theirownchildrcn.Llkesomanyothers, this trend was diluted and made
unimportant by the overwhelming
honor of the Depressi~n.People were
hungryforcheapentertainmcnt,something to take their minds off their
troubles. Moviesfourished. 'TheMarx
Brothers could make you laugh until
your sides ached and for only a dime.
'The pulp magazines fomished, too.
Hundredsofnewpublishingventures,
manyofthemstartedwithlittlefinancial backing, littered the news stands.
InNewYork,ayoungmannamed
Gaines was noticing that the most
eagerly-awaited part of any newspaperwasthefunnypapers.Eventhough
Hitler was making warlike noises in
Germany, people would buy newspapers and open itto the funnies without
even glancing at the headlines.
Collections of comic strips had
appeared before and done well financially. Gaines wondered if people
would buy small, paperbound collectionsofcomicstripsonaregularbasis.
He approached Eastern Publishing.
Before long, free booklets containing
sclcctedcomicstripswerebeinggiven
away as premiums with various types
of merchandise. Shortly thereafter,
collections appeared on newsstands
costing a dime. Withing a couple of
years, Major Nicholson had come up
withtheideaofcommissioningartists
and writers to do original stories. DC
Comics began.
'The comic book had been created.
So, whileFaulknerpainfullyfought
his way toward the fragmented and
incomplete vision that would become
The Sound and the Fury, two Ohio
boys named Siegel and Schuster were
excitedly creating the strange story
of an alien planet exploding and
launching a spaceship containing a
baby boy. 'That spaceship would land
on Earth and that child would grow
up to become Superman.
As the world marched toward
war, Superman and Batman were
catching crooks. Soon they would
be fighting Nazis, along with Captain America and Bucky, the SubMariner and the Human Torch.

In our next issue, we conclude the Fifties with thegreatest ghost story of them all.
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Hidden sexual identities? SOLO heats up your summer nights!

•• ...b y M arc Ia T acou::u
UC
SJ,a,fTR<';DQder

The Southern Ohio Light Clp!:n
qpened to a near ~ t y ud~Ol!e
WlidllC5day night. July I th, accooi0
ingt 1 OLOaomdofTrw.1ccsPrcsident ~ndra Whedrrwhoalso~es
as bm offi man r for dti 6ea."K'1\,
ult was an alm~f -flaw~ phll:lw:tion;'' Wheeleradd~ '':md we mv m
el!.~ §{ . one. ·hundred scrv ti n
~h. performance. The Board

for

wbqld like to express their apprccla

tiont"Pr such community ti:11pon~ af-

ter the one year delay;!' 'OLO un ierwent reorganh:ation,;fij¢b delayed'
thelQtll ~n,fo:t:a:y~ar;
Kathleen Simon, SSU Prtlfcs-sor
English. cuntme11red :ft~r i;eeing
the pcrfonnance 'Thi'11s one of the

of

best I've seen. and the ~stra is
rb'" A.. __.:
-n.i.-...
•
-1aungon 1mm,u.11y was

andtJ:Uelove. AH t'lllplesarcjoytulJ

:Prillress/dais.alsoutaleofro·;y····al···
.
. . ..
bcthrotliat. but "'1th1ttw1stuth1s~~
Juslas.soonaslhe r:urtmn . alw mvolvc:s hidden sexual identity
closed on the llUllincc: p:rfor- illldrut actual banlcbctwc:n th.es.exes~
mance of The Gondoliers On Princess Ida 1s betbroJhed to King

oneisnm:nicdilk,gally,thctruekingi
-•--'
L • ,:,=•}d ,
~-hrcww....
'-"'QI
·ptteuu.w,I

!;~

AssistantPii1f~ot'
olog)'I
Anttlr'Qp;ll\:Jgy l!leanor~who
exclaimed. "It wasdelightfull The

_,L.,

TeOOrlt.""UCXJ,

mws,c w

worvlaful..
The prudU"-1ion c.wtt
p l
~fld wa,; Gilben & ulllVllll s
Thi! GoniloJi~r.. a mi;i\lal from.

Sundayaftemoon,eastmembers turned their attention to
next peiformance, ;p,i,i.
G'~SSI<ia;whichgoesonstage
beginning Jilly 27ffl'; How~yer; the production crew
(wtµch includes.many of the
I cast members) has been w()rk;;
jng simultaneously on both
productions. They. strike one
set and replace it with anQther, reset the tights; make
costumeadjustments,anddo
a hundred other behind-thescenes tasks as they prepare
forthenextsli&w:

me

th: 198 SOLO.season.; 1bt plo
<){Jffi$ opera inv Ives ro 1
bethrnthal. i.nni~,and .marriage

___,, ........,

by prox a.s ~ofi~ bmthen;
Mart and Giu· ppe many ffi~
maltkni, they m('ISt de!tlre on l.)'t~f
learn that Qlli: f them Wli$ mar~
n.eq b)'
at 'the 48d or six

l

prox)'

roonttis 11 asild
ughter of
the Duke and Ouche.~i; of Pl8?11•
Thro. While the twm::ouplcsanll100 ly aw1U1 the nC"M of winch

Hildebrand'ssonHllanon,butsJ,ebas
forswom men and opened a women's
university. Hilarion and friends dis~
g1.1is4: themselves as women and are
accepted as students. When the iq1;
posture is revealed the battle begins.
You 'II have to see the show to find out
hdw this one ends!
Show,timeis8:00p.m.eachnight
beginning'Wednesday;July 27th and
continuing through tge 30th, then a
performance at 3:00 p.m. on
Sunday, July
Tickets can be
reserved ~)'callling .'.353-5044. Adult
tickets are $12.50, and student tickets
are llU.00.

matinee

31st:

Rolar Bears tournament action ________________

by Kathi .Jo A rnold

uc Staff Writer

The Portsmouth Rolar Bears
went up to Columbus July 9 to play
in the Triple Crown Sports 3-on-3
j.oller Hockey Tournament. The
Bears sent 5 players to participate
in the tournament.
The new, fairly inexperienced
Rolar Bears team entered the tour-

nament after being together for less
than 5 months to come up against
opponents who were very skillful
and experienced. The results were
predictable, but the Rolar Bears
enjoyed the experience nonetheless. The Portsmouth team fell to
the Rangers with a score of 16-3
and then were defeated by the
Knights 14-2. Chris Tackett of

Lucasville scored 3 goals in tournament play and was named the
Rolar Bears MVP. Ryan McCall
and Patricia Ellington also helped
by tallying goals. Assists were
credited to Ryan McClay, Ryan
McCall (both from the Lucasville

area)andDr.JonyDzikfromPortsmouth.
· The Chronicle congratulates
Chris Tackett and all the other Rolar
Bear players for a job well done, and
wishes you the best of luck in the
proceeiling seasons to come.

If ANY one would like to join
the Portsmouth Rolar Bears Hockey
Club, the team is always looking for
new players. You must be 16 years
of age or older to particip;.te. If
you're interested, contact Dr. Tony
Dzik here at SSU at 355-2326.

For Rent
Beautiful luxury room in private home with bath, phone, new
25" color TV. All new furniture
including student desk, air conditioning, ceiling fan. Kitchen
and washer-dryer privileges.
Lovely view, very quiet. Prefer
Christian female student.
$200.00/month plus deposit.

House of Hair jashions
and c:ranning Salon
1103 Gallia Street
Portsmouth Ohio
353-3819

Across from the Scioto Ribber

Call 354-4740.

cranning sessions are now
available with the new Wolff
i:ranning t3eds r::v-,d stand-up booth
IN IDE MARTI
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The Fantabulous Rock 'n' Roll Quiz

J...Hea

Compiled by .Jay Arf Henderson •nd ahe gang from Upw•rd Bound

For all of you who'.ve wondered wnat Editors really d.Q
to help put a newspaper. to-.
gether, here's the answer. We
sit around and think up weird
ideas like this one.
To stretch your memory a
little, I've used mostly old
songs. This was easy for me
because I'm old. Easy foi;me.
deefeecult for Y(?~: .
I did get some of the students front the Upward Bound
program to come in and write
a few questions about the
newer groups, though.
Anyway, it's summer and
you have some time oq your
hands, at least you do if you
knew which classes to take,
so kick back; open up a Dr.
Pepper, a11g take this quiz.
Why? Well. it's summer!
(Incidentally, if you don't
have any Dr. Pepper around
are thinking of using beer
as a substitute, Remember:
Don't take R.9ck 'n' Roll
Quizzes and drive!)

a,nd

Part I.

Women

river
and feeds you oran es from
China.)
H.Suite:_Blue yes.Crosby,
Stills and Nash

______

C, ____ G1rl1. neach
Boy

K. ___:. Song, Simon :md
Garfunkel

L.

°''!" 'r Feal' tlu Reapu, Blue

Oyster.Cult

M.

Born

ro

Ru.n,

Bruce

prin,gsceen (Five letter .-What

witch!)

N. _ _ _ ·s £>•~.,;. Ste,.-e Free
and Muddle Pudding

At

H. This guitarl t

hit for
fifteon

when he played for pint

F. Slie' mentioned In Bllly
Joel' Onl the Goad Di~ YDllll&

E. Whatgroupsings 'Shetalb

ing!)

Q,
Wheels ,
McCartney and Wings

Paul

Higher
Education

F. Wha new song by ound
Garden mention the cqlor bbu:k
in the title?

--

All~ song j"volve scboo

or dnH• or both.
drug

0 :\\'h

An expenenc:e with what

ifi$pirt4 du: b

hour

al.le lo ing

"plasticine Jf(:rr!e:rs wrrh
look111j-glass uesT'

B. Who sings the ng "Wh
Don·, We Get Drunk a11d Sr:rt!w"?
C. What song by Fout onBlondes h d with getting up in
the
morning and geuins

Out 0£ Context

A. ..lf s j9st
pring~ lean
for the May Queen."

self-admission.

S. Lady__,_ Rolling Stones

C. "Is analysis w rthwh1le?
T. _ _' GotaGun~Aerosmith Is the theater r~y dead?"' P ul

chard

(Careful!)

B. White Rabbit, Jefferson Air•
plane

W .Superwoman, Stevie Wonder
(We've seen this name several times
already.)

X,. Fire. and Rain, James Taylor
Y. Sexy_ _.._Beades
Z. She wore her dresses real tight
when she did the Crocodile Rock
with Elton John.

Part 2.

F. Oh__, Neil Sedaka (Appropriare-for Christmas?)

State of the Art

G. _ _ _ , Leonard Cohen
(Seven letters. She lives by the

All thi; following questions lnV<>lve the"riames of slate$ in one way

Simon
wrote th· one Of
course. Who els&! could turn &hese
lines
Int a song"

hce Cooper did thi an-

G Whal group sings the song

·•w~ Don't Need No Ed11cat1on ..
Aoyd

H. What Billy oel sung men-

tions a businC'SS man getung
"ston d"?

l. Thi s ng might hav been
r:illed ..Tokin' i11 the Ma ulin

UlYBlOJ't,"

o.·••oidyo11tbinklha\money
was heaven•seot?" (Known t
many young people only as the
theme song to Brett Butler's TV
sho:i,v)

Oet1s Band

B. "There's a man with a gun
overlhere ..."Don•tbe buffaloed
by
thisone.

be u cd 10 be in.

F. "I Just ~an•t get enough of
that sweet stuff my little lady
leaves behind."
1rangcly
enough, some people think this
song is abo!lt drugi. I think it'
about a date.

O. ''There are heruu in I.he
se weed .•. Remember Chinese
orange?

IL ..We' II get lhcrc fast
then wc'll tllke it low,"

Pcut th~ Porty '?

J What intoidc tiJlg aoq by
olor in lbe title?

UB4-0 has

K. _ _ -Eyed Lady

them 10 high-school graduation

Pink

ij

J, Instruct r in Pl yboy? J.

Owe aid lhi aMU Helen
rump. o, that' not nghtlDavid

Lee Roth

n il

l. Whas group smgs the SOIJ3.

H

Part 6.

song• Hits mm the Bong ·

F

r

IL What .&oq. b our CJD•
Blonde$ hlis th color blue m lhc
title?

O. Whar rap sruup;smgs the

The lincsbelowilll CQme from

s0ng and albumlijUD8

bj AC/DC has a col

"high"'?

Part J.

B...We can~t even thi!lk h
word that rhymes r Alii:c oothis c-mbarrassing
R. D1Jydream Believer, Monkees per made

V. Candle in the Wind, Elton John

Angels7"

I(>

E. Who ts "rolUng down tht
Or Dirty_ __._.Michael Jackson roclc •o' roll songs. Give the
ng •s title. 114. lfn I jiven lhe street smoking indo, ippin onGin
P. ____ r You •r~ a FiM Girl), arfut(s) who performed die~ and Juice?"
Looking Glass {nnd quiti intoxicat-

A. Long Tall _ _ , Little Ri-

E. Ohl _ _ , Beatles (On~ of
the Chronicle's former editors
especially likes this one)

ash Md

_, Donovan
J
(Eight letters and. even letters.
With this'last name, she hould h ve
married Robert Plant.)

U. America4 Paul Simon (Not the
first time he's used this
name in a song-not the first time
in this quiz, in fact.)

D. Help Me, ___, Beach
Boys

lbc Wind

group sang Dusr in

B. Ctosby, Stills,
Young dad this song.

. Since the vast majority of rock
performers have always been men,
the songs usually focus on the subjects that most interest men;
Women, cars, Women, drugs, sex,
Women, beer, Women, cars, boobs
and Women. (Not neccessarily in
that order!)
Name the women mentioned
in the following songs or song
titles.

C. _ in the S/cy with Dia~
monds, Beatles

o:r another.

Th

about a n,lationship,gone bad?
D What 011g title by Prince is
about the weather?

LA.n,Uhe Wind Crt*d___. Jlmi
Hendrix

.

metal &hlllldcr.....

sang this with that band

Parts.

Color
An ~r the ')uestion u ing a
eolor or II title or name with a
c I r In it,

A. _ _-Eytd Girl

B. _ _ SvbmarlM byTM
Beatlc.s

C. What song by PeatUami

A. What mo ·
om
Cruise and Kell?
$lie
song
Yau• I! Lo.ff Thal Lmtin,
F~eling" m 1t.
B. What is the name of the
song played in th movte ..Dazed
and
C nf~d'' that was not pu1
on rhc oundtrac

• Wh t I th theme ~ong, by
Whitney H uston. for the mo 1t
'Bod
GulU'd"
0. What song b Madonna i
in lhe m vie "With Honor:s••7 Have
OU

orgolten lready?

E. What m vie stalring Demi
wayzc us.c
"1/nchailud M•lcxl "as lt'stheme

Moore nd Patric

sona

F Whos n lheso.ng ..Agaur"
Jn lhc movie Poetic JuJ1tice?

0. Whcreat1ntbcmo le Robin
HooddoesBnan Adam'uons "Bv~rythi"'ll I DQ(J Do fl Far You)"
come mto play?

*BONUS Question.
We've reached w y back in
time for this one What was the

name. of the ~roup who started
off the Rock •n Roll phcoc,m.
eaon in the 'SO with song
caUed "flock_AnMfd~

